Protection Cluster Meeting
Meeting minutes
08 April 2019
Protection/CP/GBV Minutes:
1. Protection relocation report to be shared as well as simplified checklist. Keen attention
to be paid on suggested follow up.
2. Reporting mechanism to be discussed.
3. Threats to evict people continued today affecting 168 persons in in Rei Dos Reis
private building.
4. INGC led the consultation with community together with IOM and managed to request
2 days reprieve
5. Families expressed desire to return to their destroyed homes provided they receive a
return package of food, oil, beans and shelter kits.
6. A request received by CCCM to have a protection MFT to support with guidance,
reduction of risks and continue with monitoring.
7. Focal points – no feedback received. Names to be sent to Charles Matovu (UNHCR).
8. Volunteers required to work together with focal points in conducting protection
monitoring on ground.
9. It was reported by a CCCM representative that relocation to Samora Machel was
planned to take place tomorrow afternoon after confirmation that water would be
available at the site.
10. New WASH partners have been identified to work in Buzi and Beira new site; Escola
Instituto 25 Jubho which is currently being designed.
11. Quick intention to return survey to be conducted to ensure targeted assistance.
i.e. Return package.
12. Protection desks will be pitched in the established sites which will act as a one stop
shop for all protection interventions.
13. A suggestion was made to also engage local organizations who deal with protection
related issues to work together with MFTs – it was noted that caution should be taken
before engaging local organizations.
14. There is a need by the cluster to review and enhance the protection strategy of the
cluster done by Maputo. Planning and setting of objectives to cover 6 months required.
Protection monitoring
1. On Wednesday, a pilot will be done on data collected through the data collection tool
(Kobo) to understand key elements that are useful to analyze trends, risks and
incidents and offer targeted assistance.
2. Protection report to be shared on a weekly basis.
3. A need to relook at the 4Ws mentioned - who is doing what, where and by whom. The
deadline is today. Send GBV input to Dream(UNFPA) and general protection and CP
to Charles Matovu(UNHCR).
GBV
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Referral pathways finalized and shared.
Briefing note also translated and shared
4W mapping of kits distribution.
GBV referral note shared with contact persons which will be distributed in all clusters.
Referral mechanisms enhanced in Picoco but there is a need to implement in other
sites. Meeting with INGC tomorrow at 9:00am.
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Child protection
1. Need to expand activities and set up CFSs in all sites.
2. Indicators for child protection required – there is a need to determine key indicators to
report on.
3. Mean streaming strategy to be discussed and formulated.
4. Liaise with community engagement.
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